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About This Content

Custominse your Portal Knights characters with this selection of joyful rings. Rings include:

- Butterfly Ring
- Rainbow Ring

- Flower Power 5d3b920ae0

Title: Portal Knights - Box of Joyful Rings
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Keen Games
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: AMD Phenom(tm) 8450 Triple-Core Processor (3 CPUs), ~2.

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Polish,Turkish,Czech,Thai

portal knights box of joyful rings

DLC RINGS - In Gameplay DLC RINGS they do have major char look effects vs what rings game has.Also different
animations when you run ,and even in creative mode when you fly if you have ring eqquipped. Iddle and behind you when you
run,leaving trail of energy on air or footsteps on ground,animations are: Flower Power Ring - colored flowers bloom beneath
and around you Rainbow Ring - all char body glows with colors,when running,it makes rainbow trail behind you Butterfly Ring
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-butterflyes fly around you and even land on the char's body,standing for a short time on you,animated flapping wigs and then
flying away again.. DLC RINGS - In Gameplay DLC RINGS they do have major char look effects vs what rings game has.Also
different animations when you run ,and even in creative mode when you fly if you have ring eqquipped. Iddle and behind you
when you run,leaving trail of energy on air or footsteps on ground,animations are: Flower Power Ring - colored flowers bloom
beneath and around you Rainbow Ring - all char body glows with colors,when running,it makes rainbow trail behind you
Butterfly Ring -butterflyes fly around you and even land on the char's body,standing for a short time on you,animated flapping
wigs and then flying away again.
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